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3TH  DECEMBER

PTA  MEET ING

AT  3 :30

 

 

 

22ND  NOVEMBER

PALAU  DE  LA

MÚSICA

PRIMARY  AND

SECONDARY

 

26TH  NOVEMBER

EARLY  YEARS  TR IP

TO  THE  FARM

 

2 1TH

REHEARSAL

THEATRE

LL INARS

 

 

 



BY  MILANA  MAL IAUKAITE  

CLASS  TEACHER

 

EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In previous newsletters we

have defined effective

Montesorri teaching

methods.  It encourages our

learners to be independent

thinkers and problem solvers

using practical, real world

tasks. Below you can see the

student counting using a fun

activity with pom pom's.

Our children enjoyed

completing our

Global Warming

themed Christmas

banner by placing

their glued hands on

the banner and

decorating  them

with glitter and stars.
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This week with our early age

learners we continued working in

our Cambridge Global English

books and focused on writing

numbers and letters. Students are

also using Montessori techniques to

better connect learning to real

world experiences.  We continue to

reinforce social and emotional

health by talking about good

choices and  using a sticker reward

system.

 

Students are making progress

with tracing letters and

numbers in preparation for

reading and writing.  As

teachers we are constantly

amazed at the difference just a

day makes.  Students are fine

tuning their motor skills and

improving dexterity.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

We have been mixing things

up in Science and we'll be

investigating the mixtures

we use at home this week.
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In Topic this week we have been looking at

our dream houses. We saw a video of

amazing homes from around the world made

in all sorts of strange places and from

different materials, and then we designed our

own.

In Science we continued looking at mixtures,

and mixed several things together in class

and drew the mixtures we made. We will also

continue this work at home by thinking about

some of the mixtures we use for different

things. 

Year Three worked on multiples of 2, 5 and

ten in Numeracy. Year Two have been

working on place value to the hundreds, and

Year 1 have started work on measure. 

In Literacy this week we have been writing

about ourselves to publish in the November

magazine. 

This week has also included working on the

Christmas flags, a busy show rehearsal as well

as an exciting snowman workshop organised

by Ruth.



 

 
BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD

UPPER  PRIMARY

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Star of the week is               

Max!
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In maths this week we

have been looking at

multiplication and

division. We have been

studying doubles (X2) and

double doubles (X4), as a

result we have been

studying halves (÷2) and

half halves (÷4) or

quarters.

 

In topic we looked at

different types of maps,

specifically the metro

map of Barcelona. We will

use this map when we

travel to Palua de la

Musica in Barcelona next

week.  

 

 

 

 

 

In science we harvested

lettuce and then prepared it

so it could be included in

our lunch on Tuesday! We

also begun our new topic in

science, focusing on

chemical science, Our new

topic is called PACKAGE IT
BETTER!
 

 

 

 

 

Star of the week interview

conducted by Andriana

What is your name? Max

What is your favourite fruit?
mandarin 
What is your favourite subject
in school? I like PE.

Where is your favourite place
to go on holiday? Paris
Why do you think Harmony
choose you as the star? I am

listening better and better.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We had a few wonderful
sessions working on the

Christmas flags!
 

On Friday we made snowmen
to sell at the Christmas

market.
 

 

 



BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY
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Eric helping Josep with

the flag making (above)

Catalan & Castellano
In Catalan the students are

revising unit two for their

exam next week.

In Castellano the students

are practicing their writing

skills and will discover

different rythms in various

poetry.

Global Perspectives
In Global Perspectives the

students are discussing

"What makes us human?"

The most important things

to the students that make

us human are: different

evolutionary stream, the

ability to love, ability to feel

shame, to innovate, the

ability to empathise, the

feeling of curiosity, and last

but not least humans

complex communication. 

 

All of these topics are being

discussed based on the

interest and priority of the

student. The topics are

complex but over time the

students are getting to grips

with the thinking. To

encourage students to

research specific topics we

ask students question such

as "How do animals

communicate differently to

humans?" and "Can some

animals feel more empathy

than others?"

Business
In business the students are

discussing different sectors,

Primary, Secondary and

Tertiary. The students will be

exploring these topics by

selecting an item they enjoy

and can buy, then

identifying the process from

primary to tertiary to them.

Primary being the sector

that extracts the resources,

secondary uses the

resources taken from

primary to manufacture

products and tertiary would

be service industries. This

will put the students real life

into the theoretical topic of

business.

Irene, pretending to go

cross-eyed after

thinking too hard and

Salma, totally unphased 


